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Live Twitter Data

Data Enrichment

・Community detection
・Influential node identification
・Sentiment analysis
・Spam detection

Content Analysis

・Fake news detection
・Deep/Cheapfake detection

Content Verification

・Trending topics
・Trending tweets
・Influential users
・News worthy contect
・Trust worthy content
・Polarity analysis

In The News Room

Introduction
• Twitter, the service for microblogging has grown to be

an extremely popular medium for sharing ideas,
reporting news, and communicating with friends.

• Several hundred microblogs (tweets), or real-time
comments, are frequently made about events as they
happen.

• Twitter is intriguing not only because to this real-time
response, but also because it is sometimes ahead of the
newswire.

Motivation
• Automated journalism according to [1] is “the auto

generation of journalistic stories through software and
algorithms, without any human input”.

• Finding newsworthy news/events for journalists is a
very challenging or even impossible task to do, since it
requires inspecting millions of Tweets per day and
eventually using a limited percentage of their findings in
their story. Thus, automating news exploration in a way
that increases the efficiency of their probing is a crucial
task we are going to cover in this work.

• In journalism application, beyond newsworthiness, time
aspect is an asset, thus finding the breaking news/
events before other news agencies is an important
factor in an automated journalism system.

• In this research, in collaboration with MediaFuture SFI
and Schibsted Media Group we are developing a
platform that can assist journalists in newsrooms in real
time and enables them to easily obtain and monitor
their desired newsworthy content from the mass
volume of unverified content from Twitter platform.

Prior works
• AI techniques have been been applied for analysing

social media data but many of them do not function in
real time.

• Secondly, most of prior works, either focus on
collecting, filtering, and analysing tweets using
predefined metrics [2] (such as number of replies, likes,
etc.) or are only focused on analysing tweets’ content
[3][4].

Method
We present our own visual analytical framework that is not
only based on information retrieval from Twitter but also
enriched by machine learning and network science. In this
work, we intend to use state of the art techniques such as:

• Community detection
• Influential node identification
• Event detection
• First Story detection
• Semantic enrichment
• Fake news detection
• Engagement tracking

Demo
We currently are at the early stages of our research, but we
have been developing a demo of our proposed system
called “Livetweet” which you can see in figure 1. Initial
prototype has been implemented by Daniel Rosnes, a
research assistant at university of Bergen.

Fig 1.  A screenshot of our prototype


